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Summer is here and we have a lot going on in the
Society. Most of you have already received a request
from the ASMA Board of Directors, asking you to
re-elect Fellow Sergio Roffo to another term on the
Board, and to implement two important changes to the
Society’s By-Laws. We have a full explanation for members included in
this issue. After much discussion over the years, we are vying for a new
level of membership – Sustaining Signature Member, which honors our
longtime Signature Members by allowing them the choice of whether or
not they wish to submit for our National Exhibitions, and lowers their
dues payment to that of Regular Members.
We are also asking to lower the number of votes necessary for a quorum
at our annual general meetings. Currently, one third of the membership
is required. The New York statutes (which is where ASMA formed its
Charter) have changed the requirements to 10% of the membership, or
100 members, (whichever is less) for all non-profit groups.
We are encouraging all members to vote by proxy, regardless of
whether they are attending the annual general meeting or not. A proxy
form is included in this issue of the Journal – please fill it out and return
it to the ASMA P.O. Box, if you have not filled one out online already.
The Fellows juried entries for the 17th National Exhibition, and selected
120 works from 501 submissions (including the Fellows), for inclusion in
the exhibition. Congratulations to our artists! The Muscarelle Museum is
currently preparing for the National and everyone is excited to go to the
opening on Friday, September 9, 2016.

The NMAC is shaping up to be a top notch event for all. We are hoping
to have a casual get together on Wednesday evening for drinks and
dinner. Keep an eye out for more details in an ASMA Eblast and look to
the ASMA website for updates. We also have a Hospitality Room at the
Woodlands, just off the Lobby area for Wednesday evening, where we can
gather after dinner. We are allowed to have food and beverage so, be sure
to bring your beverage of choice!
Since our last issue, Admiral Robert J. Papp Jr. USCG (Ret), has agreed
to come and give a wonderful presentation on governance over the Arctic
and its importance to the U.S., on Sunday afternoon, September 11th at 3
p.m. This will take place at the brand new American Revolution Museum
in Yorktown (VA). You will not want to miss this!

To support ASMA’s first conference, the leadership and members of the
National Maritime Historical Society will join us in Williamsburg, since
their past President Emeritus, Peter Stanford helped to found ASMA in
the beginning. Chairman Ronald Oswald, Chairman Emeritus Howard
Slotnick, Editor Deirdre O’Regan and President Burchenal Green will be
in attendance. We are honored to have this distinguished organizations
continuing their support for the Society. Many thanks!
Clyde and Gulay Berryman, owners and directors of Williamsburg Art
Gallery, will sponsor a special Invitational Show and Sale of artwork from
Continued on Page 6
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The American Society of Marine Artists is a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to
recognize and promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage cooperation
among artists, historians, marine enthusiasts
and others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
✺
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Admiral Robert J. Papp USCG (Ret) - Page 17

On the cover
At Sea - "Never a Dull Moment"
40” x 30”  •  Oil
PIRATES KEPT THE HANDICAPPED
EMPLOYED. SHIP’S ARTICLES COMPENSATED
CREW MEMBERS INJURED WHILE PURSUING THEIR
TRADE. LOSS OF A LIMB OR EYE BROUGHT A CASH
REWARD FOR DISABILITY. CRIPPLED PIRATES WERE
KEPT IN THE CREW, AND RESPECTFULLY TREATED.
(THE ARTIST IS PICTURED IN THE UPPER LEFT)
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Well, folks, here we are again with
another Summer and the last issue of the
ASMA News & Journal before our new
National Marine Art Conference.
This has been a huge endeavor on the
part of several people, but especially on
our new President, Kim Shaklee, who has really been baptized
during her first year in office. The NMAC should prove to be a
new beginning for ASMA and well worth all of the effort that
went into it. Phyllis and I are looking forward to a reunion with
so many friends and having the opportunity to meet and greet
new folks we haven't met before. This marks my 28th year going
to AGMs and now our first NMAC. It's still not too late to make
your plans, but time is, indeed, running short.
This is an important issue for several reasons. One, if you
have not filled out a proxy for voting online, there is one in
this issue you can use to mail in on page 19. Also on the same
page are the new proposed changes to the by-laws, which must
be published prior to the Annual Meeting. In addition, there is
also a registration form on page 18. Now I know you don't want
to mutilate this here magnificent publication, so I suggest you
photocopy the forms!
ASMA has instituted a new fundraising campaign, "Anchor
to Windward" in order to increase our capital base in the coming
years. You'll find that information on page 6, the first place to look
for all important ASMA news.
If you are an adventurous artist who loves the thrill of the
high seas and piracy, you will love Charlie Robinson's "Notes
From Brush Hill" this issue featuring our very own "pirate"
artist, Signature Member Don Maitz. Don is also a neighbor of
ours in nearby Sarasota, FL, and we enjoy time we spend with
Don and Janny when we have the opportunity. Of course if you
are a partaker of Captain Morgan rum, you will always have the
chance to "own" a piece of his art.
If you are going to the NMAC and have the opportunity
to remain in Williamsburg on Sunday the 11th, we've added a
very special guest, Admiral Robert J. Papp USCG (Ret), former
Commandant of the Coast Guard, who will speak at 3pm in
Yorktown ( a hop, skip and jump from Williamsburg) about his
arctic adventures. This is one you won't want to miss!
There is so much more in this issue and no room to talk about it
so I'll let you be pleased and surprised when you find the articles.
This issue has a lot to offer.
And congratulations to our newest Signature Members and to
all artists who were accepted into the 17th National Exhibition.
Don't forget, it opens at the Muscarelle Museum of Art in
Williamsburg during our National Marine Art Conference.
See you in September!
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Membership
Information
New Members
Catherine Alfus
New York

Nicolas Fox
New York

Richard Rass
California

Susie Y. Anderson
Hawaii

Jacquelyn Giuffre
California

Mara Sfara
Connecticut

Jill Berry
Florida

Lisa Gleim
Georgia

Jeanne R. Smith
Massachusetts

Karen Blackwood
Massachusetts

Irene Hamm
Connecticut

Barbara Tapp
California

David Boyd
Georgia

Steve Hessler
North Carolina

John David Taylor
California

Cathy Boyer
California

Sarah Hull
Florida

Terrel Ren Theen
Florida

Michael Budden
New Jersey

Karl Jacob
Massachusetts

Jacobina Trump
Florida

Sally Cole
New Hampshire

Maryanne Jacobsen
Florida

Line' Tutwiler
Indiana

Priscilla Coote
Florida

Christine Verga Maday
New York

Dale Warren
Ohio

Cindy Crimmin
Massachusetts

Diane Mannion
Florida

Rochelle Weaver
Alaska

Kate Cutler
New Jersey

Randall Maynard
Virginia

C. T. Whitehouse
Wisconsin

James Edmond
New York

James Moore
Virginia

Alan Wolton
Arizona

Janet Erl
Washington

Judith Noel
Connecticut

Deceased

Dean Forbes
Minnesota

Donna Lee Nyzio
North Carolina

Tracy Foutz-Hunt
Georgia

Shelby Prindaville
Kansas

Gerrye Riffenburgh
Peter Stanford

For

Don Stoltenberg

those members who do not use the

ASMA

website, please make a note of the following
address for making payments to the

ASMA

Society

PO Box 557
Carrollton VA 23314

News From The

Fo’c’sle

Signature Member Mike Mazer,
has been elected to Fellow, Magna
Cum Laude with the American
Artists Professional League, NYC.
Also, Mike’s watercolor image of
“New Bedford Whaleman’s Statue”
has been reproduced on the cover of
“A Bold and Hardy Race of Men The
Lives and Literature of American
Whalemen” by Jennifer Schell and
published by University of Mass
Press.

"New Bedford Whaleman's Statue"
Mike Mazer • Watercolor

"Man & Cod" • Ed Parker

Signature Member Ed Parker had a
major exhibition at the Gleason Fine
Art Gallery in Boothbay Harbor,
Maine, titled "Painting the Story:
The Maritime Art of Ed Parker".
The exhibit ran from May 19th to
June 21st, 2016.
Signature
Member
Sheri
Farabaugh said she was honored
to have this little bit of insanity
accepted into the 11th annual
International Guild of Realism
Exhibit which will open August
26th at the prestigious Gallery 1261
in Denver. Quang Ho completed
the 2nd jury step and will judge
the exhibit as well. "Denoument"
(the closing act in my fall garden)
is 36" x 24", oil on hardboard, and
is certainly the most complicated
piece I've taken on. The exhibit runs
through September 17th.

Signature Member Suzanne
Morris’s painting “Street Shopping”
was featured in the June issue of
"Denoument" • Sheri Farabaugh
Plein Air Magazine in Eric Rhode's
Oil • 36" x 24"
article on the history making trip to
Cuba. The painting is available at On The Waterfront Gallery,
Apalachicola, Florida, in a show of the paintings from the trip.
The show runs through June. More paintings from Cuba and
other plein air adventures highlight her solo show, “Wandering
Light”, at Art Source Fine Art, Raleigh, NC, July 1-30.
Suzanne will also demonstrate her techniques for painting

alla prima at Seaside Art
Gallery, Nags Head, NC, July
17, 2016, 5 - 8 PM.
Suzanne’s paintings “Rest
Area”,
and
"Freshwater
Bay” have been selected for
inclusion in the Plein Air
Painters of Colorado’s 20th
national exhibition at Mary
Williams Fine Art, Bolder, CO,
September 1 - 30, 2016.
Suzanne
will
be
a
competition
artist
at
Mountain Maryland plein air,
Cumberland, MD, Los Gatos
Plein Air, Los Gatos, CA, and
Telluride plein air, Telluride,
CO, in June.
She will also compete in
the Pacific Northwest plein air
event at the Merryhill Museum
of Fine Art, Goldendale, WA,
and the Frank Bette Plein Air
in Alameda, CA, in August.
ASMA Member Mary Pettis
and Signature Member Hui Lai
Chong shown here with artist
friends and their Hawaiian
model during the 2016 Maui
Plein Air Invitational. Both
Hui Lai and Mary won awards
at this year's event.
Shown is Mary's painting
from the week, "Living Waters
- Iao Valley" 18" x 24" oil.

"Street Shopping" • Suzanne Morris • 9" x 12" plein air

"Freshwater Bay" • Suzanne Morris
12" x 16" • plein air

"Living Waters - Iao Valley" • Mary Pettis
Oil • 18" x 24"

ASMA members Mary Pettis and Hui Lai Chong, artist friends and
their Hawaiian model during the 2016 Maui Plein Air Invitational.

Continued on Page 24
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All Things

ASMA

ANCHOR
TO
WINDWARD
The Anchor to Windward Campaign

REMINDER: MAKE YOUR HOTEL
RESERVATIONS FOR WILLIAMSBURG
BEFORE AUGUST 5, 2016

Raising our capital base to $250,000, with an interim goal
of $100,000 by our 40th anniversary in March 2018

The Society has contracted lodging through the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation at two of their local hotels; The
Woodlands Hotel and Suites, with standard rooms at $128
per night plus tax for 2 doubles or $158 plus taxes per night
for a King Suite. This rate includes continental breakfast
each day and free internet service. The hotel also offers a
shuttle service that picks up nearby, that goes to the Colonial
Williamsburg Historical area and museums.

For many of us, our art is our most enduring
legacy, to be enjoyed and celebrated well into the
future. You can enhance your marine art legacy by
actively participating in ASMA's many exhibition
opportunities. You can do this as well by helping
strengthen ASMA's financial anchor through planned
giving. Help us continue our mission to recognize,
encourage and promote marine art by designating
ASMA as a beneficiary in your will or trust.
For more information on how to do this, please contact
Ann Mohnkern, ASMA Finance Committee
ahmohnkern@gmail.com.

The Williamsburg Lodge is offering deluxe
accommodations at $198 per night plus tax, located in
the historic village. Room rates at the Lodge include
complimentary wireless internet service, but do not include
breakfast. Rates at both hotels are for Sept 8-10, 2016, with
the same rate being offered to members 3 days prior and 3
days after those dates – from September 5-13.

Reservations must be made prior to August 5, 2016 via
the Hotel’s online Passkey system by providing Group
name or code, by calling 1 (800) 261-9530 between 8:30
a.m. -5 p.m. Eastern time, Monday through Friday. ASMA
Reservation booking code is: 33218. All cancellations must
be made at least 3 business days prior to arrival date. In the
event that the hotel tells you all the rooms are full, please
contact me to assist you with your reservation. Call: Kim
Shaklee (303) 654-1219.
President's Report - continued from Page 2

selected ASMA members whose work is included in the
17th National Exhibition. The Gallery reception will open
Thursday evening at 6:30 p.m. on September 8, 2016 and
runs through November 11th.
I look forward to seeing a lot of friends in Williamsburg,
and meeting many new members and first time attendees
this year. There is still time to join in and make this an
ASMA event to remember!

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - December 1st • Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st • Fall - September 1st
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Planned Giving

A Purchase Power Opportunity
to Support ASMA

Do you shop at Amazon? Did you know that
Amazon will donate 0.5% of all your eligible
purchases to ASMA at no cost to you? Simply go to
smile.amazon.com, type American Society of Marine
Artists into the charity selection bar and choose us as
your designated charity. Everything you buy through
the smile.amazon.com website will count.
You can add smile.amazon.com website to the
home screen of your iPhone or smart phone by
clicking on the icon you use to forward or print (the
box with an Up Arrow), then select the Add to Home
Screen option (the box with a Plus Sign). This will
make shopping at smile.amazon.com as easy as using
the regular Amazon app. Alternatively you can select
Add to Favorites (the box with a Star).
We hope you take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity to help us reach our campaign goal.
Thank you!
For more information on how to do this, please contact
Sheri Farabaugh, ASMA Treasurer
slfarabaugh@hotmail.com

Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT
DON R. MAITZ
Signature Member
Sarasota, FL

http://www.paravia.com/
DonMaitz
“(Don Maitz’s work)
is very good. In fact, it’s
among the best illustration
being done in the world today. Don is the
last person to ask about how good his work
is, because he is self-deprecating and never
happy (with his work). Ask Don about one
of his paintings, he is likely to tell you what
is wrong with it. Self-promotion is not one
of his strong points.”1
Raymond E. Feist
New York Times and Times of London best
selling author.
The World of Maitz-believe:
The Sex of Angels and Similar Quandaries
The Webster Dictionary defines art as
the “conscious arrangement or production
of sounds, colors, forms, movements, or
other elements in a way that affects the
aesthetic sense: production of the beautiful
in a graphic or plastic medium.” We have
written about the nature of aesthetics
in this column in the past since it is so
germane to our fundamental subject matter
and, although such discussion is akin to
debating the sex of angels (one is no closer
to knowing the answer at the end of such
a conversation than at the beginning of it),
“What is art?” is ever on an artist’s mind.
And the question is a powerful motivator.
(Footnotes)
Don Maitz, Dreamquests: The Art of Don Maitz, UnderwoodMiller, 1993, ISBN 0-88733-175-0, Introduction, Page ix.

1

"Sharky's Short Fuse"  •  10" x 8"  •  Oil on panel

The American Society of Marine
Artists first gathered nearly forty years ago
to provide a forum for those interested in
marine art but the founders also shared a
defensive belief that what they were doing
was “art” and shouldn’t be dismissed as
“genre art” as opposed to “fine art.” That
formed the foundation for our educational
mission: To present our work as we saw
it, namely, art. We offered our work in the
perspective of centuries recognized fine art

– from the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans to
the Dutch in the 1600s on to the British and
Americans. We are merely the most recent
artists in a very long tradition of art that
tends to involve water one way or another.
At first the Society sought to educate
the public by mounting exhibitions of its
members’ work in maritime museums and,
while that was successful for many years,
we came to realize we were preaching to

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

Cover of Dreamworks • "Dreamquest" 30” x 22” •  Oil • Cover image to "Dreamquests the Art of Don Maitz"

the choir so we decided to focus on fine
art museums to reach a broader public and
counter the “genre expectation” that marine
art was some form of “calendar art” to be
otherwise pigeonholed and dismissed. Over
the decades we have been successful in this
effort, witness the esteem and respect the
(Footnotes)
2
IX success continued so much so they outgrew the museum
space and lodging facilities of Allentown so beginning this year
IX has relocated to the Googleworks in Reading, PA.
3
For a comprehensive overview of this art form, see: Charles
Moffat, “Imagination Running Amuck,” The History of
Fantasy Art in the January 2008 The Art History Archive found
at http://www.arthistoryarchive.com/arthistory/fantasy/.
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Society, its artists and the art they produce
have enjoyed. In a larger sense, the Society
has contributed significantly to reestablish
the role figurative, representational, and
realistic art enjoyed a century ago.
Sex of Fantasy Angels in a Universe
Parallel to ASMA’s
Believe it or not, there is a not-forprofit 501.C.3 with goals similar to ASMA’s
(build community, share information,
recognize excellence) known as ASFA or
the Association of Science and Fantasy

Artists, made up of artists, publishers,
collectors and others interested in the
science fiction and fantasy art genres. ASFA
also supports international gatherings such
as the World Science Fiction Convention
(known as Worldcon) that will hold its 75th
Annual in Helsinki, Finland in 2017; its
first was in New York City in 1939. This is a
big, well-established parallel universe that
also labors under “genre expectation” that
pigeonholes their work as “Sci-fi” and/or
“fantasy” art.
Eight years ago in Altoona, PA two
artists in this field, Jeannie and Patrick
Wilshire, decided to address this plight
of genre expectation. They established an
annual fine art symposium concentrating
on art made by traditional techniques
that Patrick calls “imaginative realism” (a
phrase he says dates back to the Nineteenth
Century). The symposium is open to all but
high standards are maintained by having
respected professionals in the field jury the
submissions. The idea was to show the very
best art, whatever you called it. Known as
Illuxcon or IX, the concept proved very
successful and in 2012 the Allentown Art
Museum, also in PA, invited IX to mount
At the Edge: Art of the Fantastic, the
first exhibition in the country to show
contemporary works in this field along
side their historic predecessors.2 Although
the leading Pennsylvania newspaper
made condescending mutterings about
the “type of art” in its review of the show,
it praised the artists for their competence,
skill and technical execution of the work.
The public, given a chance to see the art
without demeaning “genre expectations,”
loved it and the show broke all attendance
records for the museum.
Peter Trippi, editor of Fine Art
Connoisseur magazine and a moderator at
the First National Marine Art Conference
that ASMA will mount in Williamsburg,
VA this fall, wrote up the At the Edge
exhibition in the July/August 2012 issue of
the magazine. In the article, titled “Fantasy
Art: A New Look at an Ancient Tradition,”
Trippi did not shy away from the fine art/
fantasy art controversy. “The museum’s
rational for mounting the show,” Trippi
noted, “is rooted in art-historical fact: Patrick
Wilshire rightly notes, ‘Ancient art is rife
with narrative depictions of gods, monsters,

shining deeds, and things crawling from
dark shadows.’ Moreover, nearly every
world culture since antiquity has also
created art that illustrates its fairytales and
myths, among other narratives. To fantasize,
dream, and imagine – it seems – are
essential aspects of the human condition.
It should not be forgotten, however, that
exactly a decade ago the Brooklyn Museum
weathered harsh criticism in the New York
art world for presenting the Smithsonian’s
touring exhibition Star Wars: The Magic
of Myth. Though some commentators
were ostensibly worried about the ethical
implications of partnering with Lucasfilm,
most ignored, or even derided the fact that
all of the large museums participating in
this national tour had rich collections of
historical art that supported the project’s
premise: myths have always mattered to
visual artists, the latest of whom happen to
make films rather than, say, oil paintings on
canvas.”
Trippi goes on to trace the roots of
imaginative realism in the Nineteenth
Century “from William Blake’s intense,
erotically charged drawings to the
apocalyptic tableaux of John Martin
(1789-1854), and onward to such PreRaphaelites as D. G. Rossetti (1828-1882)
and J. W. Waterhouse (1849-1917) with
their haunted maidens. In London’s Royal
Academy, successful painters such as Briton
Rivière (1840-1920) sustained it, while
across the Channel in France and Belgium
arose such Symbolists as Gustave Moreau
(1826-1898) and Fernand Khnopff (18581921). Watching all of this unfold were
leaders of what is now called the Golden
Age of Illustration (1880-1920): England’s
Edmund Dulac (1882-1953) and Arthur
Rackham (1867-1939) were matched in
talent by such Americans as Dean Cornwell
(1892-1960), J. C. Leyendecker (18741951), Howard Pyle (1853-1911), and N.
C. Wyeth (1882-1945). As illustration’s
prestige faded, Surrealists like Salvador
Dali (1904-1989) and René Magritte (18981967) picked up the flag, which vanished
temporarily with the distracting horrors of
World War II.” 3
The Trippi article is doubly significant
in our story for among the works of art
depicted in it is one by Don Maitz, the
Second Drowning, that appears on the same
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Notes From Brush Hill

the Bible commissioned by a client,
page with The King’s Henchman by N. C.
the Church. Fine art establishments of
Wyeth. Moreover, Trippi could have quoted
the time considered the art of Norman
Maitz who drives home the same point that
Rockwell (1894-1978), who admittedly
Patrick Wilshire made. As to fine art vs.
did illustration, to be lowbrow, sentimental
illustration or genre painting, Don believes
nostalgia. Today, the same paintings are
that, “There are no absolute demarcations
considered fine art and sought after by
in visual arts. Fine art and illustration
foremost art museums and art collectors.”
fall under the same roof, and inside is an
open-air plan! Put artists in a box and
they will jump out,
put up a wall, and
they will straddle it.
Any differences are a
matter of subjective
perception
and
personal
opinion.
Our earliest paintings
on cave walls in
France present an
artist’s version of a
hunt. That artist was
not worrying if he
was creating fine art
or illustration. The
imaginative, fantastic
images painted upon
the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel by
Michelangelo (14751564) are considered
one of the world’s
"Second Drowning" •  28” x 35” •  Oil
major works of fine
THE AFTERMATH OF A SECOND GREAT FLOOD BROUGHT ON BY
THE WORSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY SYMBOLIZED BY A TELEVISION
art yet, the work can
ANTENNA. CONFRONTING DEATH AND THE REALIZATION OF LOST FAITH
easily be defined
HAS SET THE WOMAN ADRIFT BOTH SPIRITUALLY AND PHYSICALLY.
as illustration from
In the “At the Edge” article, Peter Trippi
notes that following WWII illustration
“did little to ingratiate itself with the highminded. Pulp fiction books, to name just
one example, were often extremely violent,
sexist, racist, and simple minded – traits
the broader art world justly wanted no part
of.” Don puts this in a larger perspective to
help explain how and why market forces
and technological changes expedited the
divisive segregation of art. He laments,
“Ah, when publishing was king, reading
was how the world was entertained and as
printing became more sophisticated, artists
became the equivalent to today’s movie
stars. Joseph Christian “J.C.” Leyendecker,
a Saturday Evening Post cover artist and
creator of the Arrow Shirt advertising art,
received more fan mail a month than
did Rudolf Valentino. However, as film,
television, card games, video games, digital
art, e-books and the Internet have taken
N.C. Wyeth (1882–1945)
The King’s Henchman
1927, Oil on canvas, 41 1/2 x 47 1/2 in.
Kelly Collection of American Illustration

for the love of art. Yet it must also be acknowledged that
much illustration of the post-war period did little to
ingratiate itself with the high-minded; pulp fiction books,
to name just one example, were often extremely violent,
sexist, racist, and simple-minded — traits the broader art
world justly wanted no part of.
BRIDGING THE GAP
It is a sign of how complete that bifurcation was
— and is — that a trained art historian like myself had
never even heard of Frank Frazetta (1928-2010), a hugely
gifted American illustrator cited by the Wilshires as a key
figure in the renaissance of fantasy art from the 1960s

Don Maitz (b. 1953)
Second Drowning
1979, Oil on masonite, 34 x 42 in.
Collection of the artist

60
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Notes From Brush Hill

independent
contractors
such as illustrators. Mergers,
fewer
titles
printed,
Photoshop, clip art sources,
stock art agencies, in-house
publishing, print on demand,
self publishing, and e-books
all have affected the once
lucrative publishing markets
for traditionally trained
illustrators
working
in
publishing.
It is amazing that
film cells from old Disney
animated features are being
collected as fine art. Comic
books, which were looked
down upon when I was
reading them, today can be
worth thousands of dollars
and their heroic comic
characters have sparked a
billion dollar film genre in
Hollywood. The storyboard
techniques used in movie
making are derived from
comic
books,
whose
beginnings are rooted in
the consecutive story telling
images employed in the art
of the ancient Egyptians.
Like I said earlier, there are
no absolute demarcations in
visual arts.”

Ashore - "Out of Time"  • 28” x 21” •  Oil on Linen
LIVING ASHORE WAS A WELCOME CHANGE AS PIRATE VESSELS WERE MISERABLY
CROWDED, DAMP, SMELLY, AND INFESTED WITH VERMIN. GOOD FORTUNE
MADE CONDITIONS BEARABLE. THIS JOLLY COMPANION, INTERRUPTED AT HIS
MEAL, PERHAPS HAS SIGHTED A SHIP OR AN IMPENDING STORM LIKE THE ONE
THAT WHIPPED THE COLOR FROM THE PALM.

over the entertainment market, illustration
lost center stage. Major publishing houses
used to be autonomous, now they are
corporately owned and reside beneath the
music and movie industries. Mass-market
publishing has gone though painful changes
reflected in frozen or reduced payments to

“Don ‘Arr’ Maitz Plainvillian! - Pirate
Painter”

Donald
R.
Maitz
arrived June 10, 1953 in Plainville, CT
to be greeted by his parents, Gladys and
Karl Maitz who was of Austrian ancestry
and worked as a die setter for General
Electric, and an elder sister, Karin. Drawing
constantly from early childhood and
becoming fascinated with comic books,
Don discovered Norman Rockwell featured

(Footnotes)
As a banker to oil and gas companies in a previous life, I was
first introduced to Wild Turkey while studying offshore oilfield
geology at the University of Southwest Louisiana in Lafayette
– deep in the heart of Cajun country. There a Cajun-speaking
boatman taking me through the bayous to look at the wildlife
(alligators and snakes) took repeated swigs of Wild Turkey, each
followed by a long, loud, high-pitched, “Whooo Daddy!” He
shared some with me and I understood his reaction.
5
Over the ten year period Pyle ran his school in Wilmington,
4
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DE, he taught a total of seventy-five artists; others included:
Stanley M. Arthurs, William James Aylward, Thornton Oakley,
Violet Oakley, Clifford Ashley, Anna Whelan Betts, Ethel
Franklin Betts, Ellen Bernard Thompson Pyle, Jessie Willcox
Smith, Olive Rush, Philip R. Goodwin, Allen Tupper True, and
Harvey Dunn.
6
Interestingly, the Low Collection will be exhibited at the
Museum this summer from July 8 to October 2.

on the back covers promoting the Famous
Artist Correspondence Course. The ad
issued a challenge that if one could draw
Bambi and the pirate pictured, they could
make you an artist. At thirteen he submitted
his first pirate image and it was accepted.
Enrollment in the program became his
introduction into the world of picture
making.
Paier School of Art
In 1971, after graduating from Plainville
High School where he was in the National
Honors Society, Don enrolled at the Paier
School of Art in Hamden, CT, just north of
New Haven. Founded in 1946 by Edward
T. and Adele K. Paier and now owned by
the second generation of Paiers, this highly
respected and fully accredited institution
is now known as the Paier College of Art
and continues to offer career-oriented
students the opportunity to study fine arts,
graphic design, illustration, interior design,
or photography under a faculty drawn from
top professional ranks. Top ranks, indeed.
Decades later, Don still clearly remembers
three in particular who taught him: Ken
Davies, B. Rudolf Zallinger and Leonard
Fisher.
“Ken Davies studied at the Yale School
of Fine Arts with Rudolf Zallinger and Deane
Keller, and both these talented artists were
among the instructors at the Paier School
when I attended. Ken Davies’ paintings are
notable for incredibly realistic rendering of
objects that are selected and arranged to
reveal carefully plotted abstract designs. His
portfolio class for graduating students was
instrumental to hone professional ability. I
remember his critique of a work I did for
his class, one that I thought was completed,
‘Nice block in.’ Davies did advertising
work for Wild Turkey Bourbon and created
beautiful wild turkey images for their ads.
As I later came up with the pirate on the
label for Captain Morgan Spiced Rum, I
fondly mention that my instructor and I ‘Hit
the bottle.’’4
B. Rudolf Zallinger taught egg
tempera and I would spend hours in awe
of his Pulitzer Award winning The Age of
Reptiles (which presents the earliest artist
conceptions of dinosaurs) and his mural The
Age of Mammals just down the road from
the School at the Peabody Museum. He is

also the creator of the often pictured black
and white image of The Evolution of Man.
C. Leonard Fisher, an accomplished book
illustrator and Pulitzer Award winning fine
artist, wrote a book on painting techniques
of the old masters. His class opened my
eyes to communicating emotions through
conceptual design and not subject matter
alone.

Notes From Brush Hill

While at Paier, Marvel comics
published some of my images and people in
the comic industry urged me to quit my art
education and begin working. I declined,
preferring to be the sole creator rather than
a cog in an industry where others beyond
my control added their work and where I
would lose the copyright on work I created.
Paier opened my eyes to other worlds and a
field trip to the Brandywine River Museum
in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania made a
big impression. I became fascinated with
stories and pictures and how they interact,
particularly adventure stories and this
respected museum featured paintings from
such stories. Here I was introduced to the
artists of the Brandywine School – the
founder, Howard Pyle and his students, N.
C. Wyeth, Frank E. Schoonover and dozens
more.5 Pyle epitomizes the marriage of
art and writing, having written dozens of
illustrated adventure books, including one
of particular interest for me, Howard Pyle’s
The Book of Pirates. I received my diploma
from Paier in 1975, graduating at the top of
the class.”
Expansion of Museum Horizons
The New Britain Museum of American
Art, just a few miles away from his Don’s
home in Plainville, CT, further fueled Don’s
interest in stories and art. The Museum
has what is thought to be the nation’s first
museum-based collection focusing on
American illustrations from the Nineteenth
Century to the present, the Sanford B. D.
Low Collection of American Illustration,
named after the museum’s first Director.
Among their works that caught Don’s fancy
are an illustration from Treasure Island by
N.C. Wyeth, a Saturday Evening Post cover
by Norman Rockwell and a beautiful small
painting by Maxfield Parrish (1970-1966).6
“Some years later in 1980 the first
exhibit of fantastic art in America of
which I am aware, appeared at the New
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At Sea - "Sinbad to Windward" •  20” x 16” •  Oil
THE WEATHER GAGE PROVIDED A TACTICAL ADVANTAGE IN NAUTICAL ENGAGEMENTS. TO CLOSE OR BEAR OFF, TO
REDUCE OR ADD MORE SAIL, TO BOARD OR ESCAPE ARE MANEUVERS MORE EASILY PERFORMED UPWIND. SEA ROVERS
USED THIS ADVANTAGE TO ATTACK MERCHANT SHIPS BY FIRING A BARRAGE OF SMALL CALIBER SHOT AS THEY SAILED PAST.

Britain Museum of American Art initiated
through my contact with the museum.
As the museum was nearby and visited
often, the staff and I grew familiar. On one
occasion, I showed slides of my work to
the museum Director and he was sincerely
not impressed. Later, he overextended
his schedule and the museum budget by
inviting an artist from China to exhibit his

work. The Curator had to step in fill the
cancelled slot. Being aware of my work
and familiar with imaginative realism that
appeared on covers in the local bookstore
he frequented, he decided to present an
exhibit titled, Science Fiction and Fantasy
Painters. My contact information helped
the Curator invite selected artists to exhibit.
Through luck and timing, slides of my art

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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A Sea Change

At Sea - "No Prey, No Pay" • 40” x 36” •  Oil on linen
A VIVID PORTRAYAL OF A LIFESTYLE THROUGH PORTRAITURE. THIS MAY BE BLACK
BEARD OR A SEA ROVER UNNOTICED BY HISTORY.  THE MILDEW, SALT, PITCH,
TAR, SLOPPED FOOD, A SLICED EAR, A SHOT HOLE IN HIS TRICORN, UNEXPLODED
BLACK POWDER THAT WORKED ITS WAY BENEATH HIS SKIN, AND A MISSING DIGIT
BEAR TESTIMONY TO HIS LIFESTYLE.

sent to a local TV entertainment program
led to an interview filmed in my studio
that aired the night before the opening. The
next day’s local newspaper headline read,
‘Record Crowds Fill Art Museum.’”
The exhibit was so successful it was
extended for an extra month. Don, in his
self-deprecating way, notes that at the
opening, a distinguished older gentleman
approached him while standing next to one
of his paintings and asked if he were the
artist. Don admitted he was and then the
gentleman looked back at the painting, and
again at Don, then asked, “What do you eat?”

Don had an illustrator
friend from New England
who went to the Ringling
School of Art and Design in
Sarasota, FL to strengthen
the Illustration Department.
He invited Don to Florida
to display some work and
teach an assignment. This
he did and then returned
home to Connecticut. A few
months later, he called to
see if Don would be willing
to stand in for a second
year instructor who needed
to take a year’s leave to
care for a sick spouse. He
agreed and, relying heavily
on what he had learned
at the Paier, taught figure
drawing, two classes of
second year illustration and
one multimedia class for
freshman. While teaching
full time he completed
several
book
cover
assignments for New York
publishing houses.

“The
Ringling
experience brought a sea
change to my own work
for I was fascinated with the light Florida
offered along with palm trees, pristine
beaches, spectacular clouds, and mild
temperatures. As teaching tends to sharpen
one’s focus, I made the decision to pursue
pirates and personal fantastic subjects, and
began two inspired works before returning
to Connecticut.
By learning a bit of Florida’s history,
I saw a correlation between the western
expansion of Europe into the New World
by sea and continental western expansion
by land. Frederick Sackrider Remington

(Footnotes)
Stephen King, Desperation, Donald M. Grant Publishing, 1996
(Illustrated First Edition), ASIN: B0018OETZE
8
Janny Wurts short story illustrated by Don Maitz in an anthology
edited by Ed Kramer and J. O’Barr, The Crow: Shattered Lives
and Broken Dreams, 1999, Del Ray Publishing, ISBN-10:
0345417119, ISBN-13: 978-0345417114, 368 Pages
9
Maitz with Introduction by Raymond E. Feist, Dreamquests: The
Art of Don Maitz, Underwood-Miller, February1994, ISBN-10:
0887331750, ISBN-13: 978-0887331756, 98 Pages.
10
Don Maitz, First Maitz: Selected Works, Ursus Imprints, First
7
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Edition 1988, ISBN-10: 0942681029, ISBN-13: 978-0942681024
11
The documentary is available for purchase or rent (Netflix)
online and you can view trailers on the Internet. The documentary
resulted from a convention in Atlanta of followers of the famous and
respected mythologist, lecturer and author, Joseph John Campbell
(1904-1987) who wrote The Power of Myth, among other books.
The book is based on the 1988 PBS documentary that was originally
broadcast as six one-hour conversations between mythologist Joseph
Campbell and journalist Bill Moyers.

(1861-1909), Howard Terpning (b.1927),
and James Elliott Bama (b.1926) are among
artist illustrators who had moved from the
New York area to pursue painting Western
subjects, presenting cowboys and Indians
in the environments where they had lived.
As I had been aware of Howard Pyle’s Book
of Pirates, I thought using the environs of
Florida and the Bahamas would add to the
body of work Pyle had introduced with his
depictions of Buccaneers.” This notion took
hold and Don eventually moved to Florida
where he continues his pursuit of pirates,
buccaneers and sea rovers along with other
subjects of imaginative realism.
Museums by the Dozen
That elderly gentleman at the New
Britain Museum who asked Don what
he eats was probably on to something,
for, whatever it is, it has fueled with high
octane a successful and varied career. His
paintings catch the fancy of the public and
consequently museums seek him out. In
addition to those already mentioned he
has exhibited at: the Mariners Museum in
Newport News, VA; the History Museum in
Raleigh, NC; San Diego Maritime Museum
in California; the South Florida Museum in
Bradenton, FL; the Kenosha Public Museum
in Kenosha, WI; the North Carolina
Maritime Museum in Beauford, NC; the
Door County Maritime and Lighthouse
Museum in Sturgeon Bay, WI; the Oshkosh
Public Museum in Oshkosh, WI; and the
many museums he has shown at in ASMA
National and Regional Exhibitions over
recent decades.
Don participated in Odyssey Marine
Exploration’s Shipwrecks! Pirates and
Treasure Exhibition with ten images. This
show was hosted by science museums,
exhibition centers, etc. in New Orleans,
Tampa, Detroit, Oklahoma City, Charlotte,
Baltimore, Sarasota, San Antonio, and Hot
Springs, Boston and in Times Square in
New York City. He mounted a one-man
show with fifty pieces for the Key West
Museum of Art and History that went on
to the Florida International Museum in St.
Petersburg. His talent has been recognized
by the Society of Illustrators in New York
City where he received the Silver Metal
Award of Excellence and a Certificate of
Merit, by the Maritime Gallery at Mystic

Seaport in Mystic, CT, which honored
him with an Award of Excellence and by
the Association of Science Fiction Artists
that has bestowed the prestigious Chesley
Award on him many times. And there are
many other such recognitions.
When asked about this affinity
museums seem to have for his work, Don
says simply he believes the public finds his
work colorful, exciting, thought provoking

Notes From Brush Hill

explained his enthusiasm,
“I appreciate the respect
Don Maitz’s work shows
for that of the great
imaginative
illustrators
of the past – Pyle, N. C.
Wyeth, Dean Cornwell,
to mention just a few, and
how he has combined
this
great
tradition
with much of himself
and the imagery of his
time.” Another museum
mentioned earlier, the
New Britain Museum of
American Art, founded
in 1903 and the first
museum in the country
of strictly American art,
also has Maitz work in its
permanent collection.
Books Covers by the
Hundreds

"Crispy’s Solution" •  12” x 9” • Watercolor
IT’S A SWIVEL GUN WITH A FLINTLOCK, IT’S ALSO A HAND
CANNON WITH A STOCK. IT CAN BE FIRED FROM A DECK,
A FIGHTING TOP, OR ON LAND. QUITE A VERSATILE PIECE
OF ARMAMENT FOR AN ADVENTURER OF THE SEA.

and entertaining. “The subjects are popular
and accessible to people who identify
with realism and who are intrigued by the
imaginative and narrative aspects.” Some
time back, Don and his artist and author
wife, Janny Wurts, met with Associate
Director and Chief Curator of the Delaware
Art Museum, Rowland Elzea, to discuss
an exhibition there. As soon as Mr. Elzea
saw the images, he booked the show and
others followed. Both artists are now in
the permanent collection of the museum
and, coincidentally, two of their works
will be on exhibit this July. Rowland Elzea
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In addition to his art,
"Boarding Party" •  18” x 15” • Ink on Illustration Board
Don has created over two
PRINCES OF THE SEA CAN BE GENEROUS AND TEND TO SHARE THEIR LARGESS IN
PLENTY. A DIFFERENT MEANING IS ATTACHED TO THE TERM, BOARDING
hundred book covers and TIMES OF
PARTY, WHERE PIRATES ARE ACTUALLY BOARDING TO HAVE A PARTY!
been featured in a wide
location scout, special effects engineer
array of articles, books and publications.
and other professions that bring a scene
His authors include: Isaac Asimov, Ray
in a film to visual life.” And, Don does
Bradbury, Carolyn Cherryh, Raymond Feist,
not limit his covers to books. “I have been
Alan Dean Foster, Eric Lustbader, Michael
commissioned for nine magazine covers,
Moorcock, Gene Wolfe and his author wife,
but I have had personal works and other
Janny Wurts. Don illustrated Desperation
book covers featured on many magazines
by Stephen King and one of the short
here and overseas.” Of course, ASMA also
stories written by Janny Wurts in The Crow:
knows his work from the Naval War of 1812
Shattered Lives and Broken Dreams.8 Books
- Illustrated video and The Naval War of
about his art that have been published in
1812-1815 book it produced in conjunction
the United Kingdom, Germany, and the
with the War of 1812 Bicentennial. In both,
United States by an array of publishers
Don’s work is used to illustrate the difference
including Doubleday, Underwood Books,
between privateering and pirating.
Harper Collins, Penguin Studio, WatsonGuptill (where his work was on the cover
So far, Don has written two books
and featured in the interior) and others.
that have been published. In 1988 Ursus
Publishing came out with the book First
Don continues to paint book covers.
Maitz: Selected Works by Don Maitz 9
“I enjoy using the written word as source
and five years later Underwood-Miller
material for paintings. While I do not have
published Dreamquests: The Art of Don
complete creative freedom, I get to paint
Maitz with an Introduction by Raymond
interesting subjects with a lot of latitude. A
E. Feist.10 “I would love to compile
book cover provides an interesting challenge
another collection of my work - two books
as it is like reading a story and imagining it
actually, one featuring my fantastic art,
as a movie in your mind’s eye and pausing
the other my sea rovers. I have recently
it at the very moment that describes the
self-published two booklets in black and
movie best. In such an analogy, the cover
white. One, Drawings and Sketches of Sea
artist becomes a director, costumer, make
up artist, lighting technician, set designer,
Rovers by Don Maitz, contains over eighty
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reproductions of pen and ink drawings and
pencil sketches from various sketchbooks
in an 8.5” x 5.5” format. And I confess I
am guilty of having some fun with my
second black and white booklet. Titled The
Bawdy Booklet of Buxom Buccaneer
Beauties, it was inspired at a pirate
festival in Key West at a notorious
sailor's bar dockside which hosted
a Buxom Wench Contest where
women cavorted across stage in
period clothing enticing the judges
with their ‘wears’ to win a prize.”

Museum of American Art is involved as
well and Don notes that among the images
they are providing, is N.C. Wyeth’s painting
One More Step, Mr. Hands, and I’ll Blow
Your Brains Out.

Convention art show in Providence, RI in
front of one of my paintings. In the process
of Janny complimenting me on the work, I
walked away. She had been unknowingly
speaking into my deaf right ear. Janny later
attended my slide presentation
and decided I might be interesting
(if rude) after all. We had another,
more pleasant, conversation with
my good ear engaged.” It pays to
listen: They married on a beach in
Florida on October 21, 1989.
From the beginning Janny has
been an achiever: She completed the
rigorous Outward Bound Program at
sixteen, became a winning sailor
and certified sailboard instructor,
blue-water sailed a few times from
Barbados to Newport, RI, is an
accomplished and prize-winning
equestrian now becoming certified
for equestrian search and rescue,
plays the six and twelve string
guitars, the mandolin and, why not,
is a competing bagpiper. A largely
self taught artist and author, Janny
creates the cover and interior art
for her books – currently a total of
nineteen novels and thirty short
stories. She is published worldwide
by HarperCollins UK and has
illustrated the covers for books by
others. In short, to use her words,
“she does everything but play tennis,
golf and dance!”

Other Endeavors
Don has been active on other
fronts: He has done eighty-four
gaming commissions either for card
art or box covers, thirty advertising
commissions (not including logos
or small commissions such as tee
shirt designs), eight calendars, fifteen
National Geographic commissions
and a lot of conceptual art for two
animated motion pictures.

In another instance of the
creative couple working together,
Janny and Don provided images
of their work for an award winning
documentary film, Mythic Journeys,
that explains the importance of myths
in the world and the contribution
storytelling offers to both society and
Ashore - "Quicksilver" •  24” x 18” •  Oil on L inen
the individual. Their paintings are
DODGING THE SUN AND THE ROYAL NAVY UNDER THE OPEN SHADE OF SEA
GRAPE, AT EASE IN THE FLORIDA KEYS, THIS OPPORTUNIST AWAITS HIS NEXT
used as introductions into various
ADVENTURE. WHAT IF A PORTRAIT PAINTER SUCH AS FRANS HALS WERE
topics discussed in the film.11 Don
CAPTURED BY PIRATES AND ALLOWED TO PURSUE HIS ART IN THEIR COMPANY?
The Creative Process:
is working with another producer on
The Tools
The Other Dynamo
film that is scheduled to premier this fall at
Although Don paints in watercolor and
the Delaware Art Museum. It features him
Notwithstanding the above record of
acrylic and uses paper and canvas, he prefers
and discusses the influence imaginative
performance, Don says, “I often admit I
oil and untempered, gessoed Masonite,
artists of the past have had on today’s
am the underachiever in our household. I
textured or lightly sanded depending on
version of the art form. The New Britain
met Janny Wurts in 1979 at a World Fantasy
how he wants the paint to go on. He uses
(Footnotes)
Winsor & Newton or Rembrandt oils and
12
Alexandre Olivier Exquemelin (also spelled Esquemeling
There are two Esquemelin books:
Permalba as his white. His palette is glass
or Exquemeling and also found under John Esquemeling) (c.
1. A. O. Exquemelin, Buccaneers of America: A True Account
with the underside painted gray. His color
1645–1707) was a French, Dutch or Flemish writer best known
of the Most Remarkable Assaults Committed of Late Years
as the author of one of the most important sourcebooks of 17thupon the Coast of the West Indies by the Buccaneers of
selection is keyed to each painting so he
century piracy, first published in Dutch as De Americaensche
Jamaica and Tortuga, Rio Grand Classic, 1992, ISBN-10:
has no set palette. For oils he uses natural
Zee-Roovers, in Amsterdam, by Jan ten Hoorn, in 1678.
0873801768, ISBN-13: 978-0873801768, 480 Pages, and
hair, bristle and Kolinsky or sable brushes
Buccaneers of America probably inspired more fiction and
2. The Buccaneers of America or the Pirates of Panama, a
writings about sea rovers than any book anywhere written in the
True Account, of the Famous Adventures and Daring Deeds
and synthetic for acrylic. He has long
Seventeenth Century.
of Sir Henry and Other and Other Notorious Freebooters,
favored Winsor & Newton Series 7 brushes
Born about 1645, Exquemelin went to Tortuga in the Caribbean
Forgotten Books, 2012, ASIN: B008N0JIXO, 274 pages.
for detail work.
13
Captain Charles Johnson (Daniel Defoe), A General
where he worked as an indentured servant for three years before
he joined a band of buccaneers under the legendary Henry
Morgan whom he served as a confidante and barber-surgeon
until 1674 when he returned to Europe to become a professional
surgeon and write his treatise.
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History of the Pyrates, Amazon Digital Services, 2015, ASIN:
B0080Y31EK, 330 pages.
14
Howard Pyle, Howard Pyle’s Book of Pirates, Harper &
Brothers, 1921, ASIN: B001SUOOGM.

Getting the Idea
One would think, faced with demands

from publishers and others for a great
range of subjects, that Don would run out
of ideas. Where do his ideas come from?
He modestly answers, “I can’t say for sure,
but I am very thankful they arrive! One’s
interests, observations, and experiences are
a great inspiration and being passionate
propels ideas. Howard Pyle said, ‘Throw
your heart into your work and dive in after
it.’”
Don notes that when the painting
involves a book cover, the manuscript
itself helps significantly. “An amazing
combination exists when one part of the
mind describes in words and another
part interprets the concepts as an image.
Actually, searching for an idea within
the text comes more naturally when you
consider the array of choices I usually face –
speculative fiction, science fiction, fantastic
stories, pirates and buccaneers in a myriad
of time periods and locations.” But he also
draws on his own personal experience such
as sailing on the square-rigger Flying Cloud
on his honeymoon, crewing on a seventyfoot topsail schooner from Key West to
Abacos in the Bahamas or sailing boats to
other islands in the Caribbean. Add to this
his collection of photographs aboard period
ships, his attendance at re-creations and reenactments with authentically costumed
entertainers, his witnessing first hand black
powder explode from cannons, firing
flintlocks, and working a swivel gun while
at sea. He has even walked the plank!
They all provide experience impossible
to get from books. Books, however, provide
important historic reference material. Don
cites, as examples, Exquemelin’s Buccaneers
of America12 , A General History of Pyrates
by Captain Charles Johnson13 (Although
under the pseudonym of Captain Johnson,
it is widely believed that this 1724 classic
was written by Daniel Defoe, author of
Robinson Crusoe and Moll Flanders.), and
Howard Pyle’s Book of Pirates 14.
Translating Idea into Composition
“Sometimes a picture forms in my
mind’s eye but usually, it entails lots of
small 2”x 3” pencil compositions. There
is a subconscious reaction to what we see
and it is the artist’s task to guide the desired
reaction through manipulation of visual raw
materials: line, shape, tone (value), color,
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and texture. By extending the dynamic
range of these elements you get a powerful,
dramatic composition, while limiting the
range creates a soothing picture. Edgar
Degas said, ‘Art isn’t about what you see,
but what the artist makes you see.’”
Execution of the Painting
This process is best described in Don’s
own words: “In oils, or the occasional
acrylic, the process commonly starts with
the small pencil roughs, the best enlarged
to a comfortable size then detail is added
on tracing paper played atop. This revised
version is copied, glued, and sealed with
acrylic matte medium to a board then
painted in acrylics. Several copies allow
for alternate color schemes. The drawing
or color sketch is enlarged to final size
by projection, or scanned and printed to
size. A same-size tracing paper overlay
is enhanced with model photography
reference and more visual research until
an accurate line drawing forms which is
transferred to the prepared support and
painting begins, first in a monochromatic
hue with research materials and sketches
as guides. Colors are applied to the
monochrome skeleton and details added,
building the paint transparently in shadows
and opaque in the lights. Watercolor
paintings are usually produced as a vignette
with limited background beginning with a
sketch from my imagination aided with
reference material, or a sketch based
upon photos I’ve taken mixed with other
reference. Tracing paper is used to make a
detailed outline transferred onto watercolor
paper. In general terms, my artwork is
more rendering than brush strokes. A figure
class now and then and outdoor painting,
keep things fresh. Allowing brushes to
dive right in is relaxing compared to the
laborious problem solving steps to create a
studio painting.”
The ASMA Experience
“When I asked how he first heard
of ASMA, the pirate in Don wittingly
answered, “A parrot whispered ‘ASMA’
in my ear! Actually, as an artist with the
Greenwich Workshop in Connecticut I
met ASMA Fellow Christopher Blossom
and Janny’s publisher sent a copy of one
of Fellow Emeritus John Stobart’s beautiful
art book collections at about the time I had

decided to pursue sea rovers more seriously.
Submissions to the International Marine
Exhibitions at the Mystic Seaport Gallery
provided awareness by seeing “ASMA” after
recognized names. I joined with the intent
of establishing credibility to my version of
maritime paintings, perhaps classified as
old time marine ‘wild life.’” This he has
done; he was elected a Signature Member
in 2008.
“Although feeling an artist out of the
mainstream within the Society due to subject
matter and a predominance of figures over
ships and water, I have great admiration for
the artists within this group. The Regional
and National shows offer opportunities
impossible without membership. At the
premier of the 15th National Exhibition
at Cornell Museum of Art and American
Culture in Delray Beach, my accepted
entry, originally published in National
Geographic magazine, decided the director
that night to mount a six month one-man
show for their summer season displaying
over sixty paintings, forty-six featuring my
sea rogues and twenty works of paintings
employing imaginative realism. The exhibit
received lots of press. Attending a few
ASMA annual business meetings revealed
the group be welcoming, informative, and
enjoyable.”
A Word to the Wise
Don’s advise to younger artists is,
“Create from your heart, experiment, and
remember what my art instructor said, ‘The
first thousand are the hardest.’” Pirate Don
might have added, “But the alternative is
harder: Walk the plank!”

Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric
Sloane. Some of Charlie’s
work may be seen on his
website at:
www.brushhillstudios.com.
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The Muscarelle Museum
is a dynamic art museum
fully integrated into the life
and liberal arts mission of
2016 - 2018
The College of William and
Mary, which King William
III and Queen Mary II of
England chartered in 1693
as the second college in the
American colonies. Now a
university, art has played a
role The College’s existence
from the beginning. Art was
so much part of the fiber of
the institution, it was nearly
three hundred years after
its founding that a formal survey was
conducted to determine just how much
art the College had amassed. The findings
were impressive and led to the conclusion
that a museum should be established
and the Muscarelle resulted in 1983. The
The 17th National Exhibition of the
major benefactor was Joseph L. Muscarelle
American Society of Marine Artists will
(W&M ’27) and his wife Margaret and
open at the Muscarelle Museum of Art in
their family.
Williamsburg, VA on September 9, 2016
in conjunction with the Society’s First
The Museum of Art was accredited
National Marine Art Conference (NMAC)
by the American Alliance of Museums
and its first Lifetime Achievement Award
(AAM) in 1988. Impressively, it was the
ceremony. The Exhibition remains on view
first university/college museum of art
at the Muscarelle Museum until December
in the Commonwealth of Virginia to be
2. Then the Chesapeake Bay Maritime
accredited by the AAM and is a distinction
Museum in St. Michaels, MD and the Art
is held by fewer than five percent of
Academy Museum in Easton, MD jointly
museums in the U.S.
host it. The venues thereafter are: the
Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville,
The Museum is under CEO and
GA; the Minnesota Marine Art Museum in
Director Aaron H. De Groft, PhD, who
Winona, whose founding principals, Mary
joined the Muscarelle in 2005 from the
Burrichter and Robert Kierlin, will receive
Ringling Museum in Sarasota, Florida
ASMA’s Lifetime Achievement Award
where he was Deputy Director and Chief
at the NMAC; and the Mystic Seaport
Curator and oversaw a $15,000,000
Museum in Mystic, CT, which will host the
restoration project. He is a 1988 graduate
Second NMAC in the fall of 2017.
of William & Mary and classmate of Peter

Muscarelle Museum of
Art Premiers ASMA's
17th National Exhibition

Trippi, the Editor of Fine Art Connoisseur
magazine who will be a moderator at the
NMAC. He is also
engaged in work on
the Gilded Age and
American collectors of
Old Master paintings,
including a major,
forthcoming book on
John Ringling, who
built one of the most
Aaron H. De Groft, PhD
significant European
CEO & Director
painting collections Muscarelle Museum of Art
in the world.
With this performance track record, it
is no wonder that Dr. De Groft’s leadership
has reinvigorated the Museum and has
brought new life to exhibitions and
programs. His philosophy of “Museum
as Laboratory” has also served well to
better integrate the Museum into the daily
life of The College. The collection has
continued to grow and now numbers over
5,000 works of art from many cultures and
historical eras.
The same management strength is
found in the Museum’s staff. The ASMA has
been working mostly with Melissa Parris,
the Head of Collections and Exhibitions.
She holds both a BA and a MA, is a
Certified Institutional Protection Specialist
(CIPS) and Manager (CIPM) and holds a
graduate degree in museum management
training. In addition to being highly
credentialed, she is greatly experienced
in the field on both sides of the Atlantic
and even served as a Cultural Delegate
to Cuba for the American Alliance of
Museums some years before thawing of
relations with that country.

2016 National Marine Art Conference
September 8 - 11, 2016
Williamsburg, Virginia
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First Lifetime Achievement Award
To Be Presented to

Mary Burrichter and Robert Kierlin
at the

First ASMA National Marine Art Conference
September 10, 2016

Special
Presentation
Announced for
NMAC on Sunday,
September 11, 2016
Admiral Robert J. Papp, Jr., USCG, (Ret.)
Special Representative for the Arctic
U.S. Department of State
ASMA members will have a very
special opportunity to hear Admiral Robert
J. Papp, Jr., USCG (Ret.) give a presentation
at the new American Revolution Museum at
Yorktown on Sunday, Sept. 11th at 3 p.m. in
their Auditorium.

Mary Burrichter and Robert Kierlin

The amount of marine art that
Mary Burrichter and Robert Kierlin had
collected outgrew the wall space in their
home so they designed and built the
Minnesota Marine Art Museum (MMAM)
to house and exhibit it for the public on
eight acres of native species gardens on
the banks of the Upper Mississippi in
Winona, MN. It opened ten years ago and
inspired others to contribute as well. The
museum has been expanded three times
since and has developed an impressive
professional staff to manage the rapid
growth of the collection and to promote
the museum around the world.
The Museum conducts many
educational programs and hosts visiting
exhibitions (like the 17th National).
Its collection contains 20th Century
American art (Thomas Birch, Robert
Salmon, Fitz Henry Lane, James
Buttersworth, William Bradford, John
Stobart, Winslow Homer and others),
European art (John Constable, J.W.M.
Turner, Claude Monet, Vincent van Gogh,
Paul Gauguin, Paul Cézanne, Edgar
Degas, Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso
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and others) and works by 19th Century
Hudson River School artists (Thomas
Cole, Frederic Church, Asher B. Durand,
John Frederick Kensett, Alfred Thompson
Bricher, Worthington Whittredge, Martin
Johnson Heade and others.). Last year
the museum secured a long-term loan
of Emmanuel Leutze’s small version
of Washington Crossing the Delaware
(1851) that is already a favorite among
visitors. (The larger version was recently
reframed, refurbished and rehung at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York
City.)
Robert Kierlin and Mary Burrichter
will receive the Award at the Captain’s
Dinner on Saturday, September 10 that
caps off the First National Marine Art
Conference. Part of the Award reads:
Given in recognition of outstanding
contributions to the preservation and
conservancy of maritime art, while
selflessly creating public awareness
and promotion of marine art for future
generations.

Admiral Robert Papp became the State
Department’s Special
Representative
for
the Arctic in July of
2014, and will lead
the effort to advance
U.S. interests in the
Arctic Region, with
a focus on Arctic
Ocean governance,
climate change, economic, environmental,
and security issues in the Arctic region as
the United States holds the chairmanship of
the Arctic Council from 2015-2017.
Prior to his appointment, Admiral Papp
served as 24th Commandant of the U.S.
Coast Guard, and led the largest component
of the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS). As a flag officer, Admiral Papp served
as Commander, Coast Guard Atlantic Area;
as the Chief of Staff of the Coast Guard
and Commanding Officer of Coast Guard
Headquarters; as Commander, Ninth Coast
Guard District; and as Director of Reserve
and Training.
Admiral Papp was a career cutterman,
having served in six Coast Guard Cutters,
commanding four of them: RED BEECH,
PAPAW, FORWARD, and the training
barque EAGLE. He is a 1975 graduate of
the United States Coast Guard Academy.
Additionally, he holds a Master of Arts in
National Security and Strategic Studies from
the United States Naval War College and
a Master of Science in Management from
Salve Regina College.
Admiral Papp is a native of Norwich, CT.

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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2016 ASMA REGISTRATION FORM ‐ NATIONAL MARINE ART CONFERENCE (NMAC)
LIMITED EVENT REGISTRATION
Members are entitled to book at ASMA Host hotel (Woodlands Resort) at special negotiated room rates, with all
applicable negotiated discounts for Williamsburg activities, attend the Opening Reception at the Williamsburg
Gallery Invitational Show and Sale, Russ Kramer’s presentation at the Hennage Auditorium overviewing the 17th
National Exhibition, private Opening Reception for the 17th National at the Muscarelle Museum, annual ASMA
Meeting in the Oak Room at the Woodland’s Conference Center, participate in the Plein air paint out at
Jamestown Settlement, John Stobart’s Keynote address at the Dewitt Wallace Museum, and attend the elegant
Captain’s Dinner at the Colony Room on Saturday evening at the Lodge in Colonial Williamsburg. Registrant’s will
be eligible for door prizes, participating in raffles and any auction event of paintings, if applicable.
$70.00

Registration after June 1, 2016

FULL EVENT REGISTRATION
Members are entitled to attend all individual events of the conference, excluding the 6 hour workshop by Sergio
Roffo. The workshop space is limited to 14 artists. Anyone interested in participating in the workshop must sign
up in advance when they register. Workshop spaces will be drawn for on August 8th, 2016. All artists whose
names are drawn will be notified by phone or E‐mail after the drawing.
Registration after June 1, 2016

$175.00

Would you like to attend the workshop with Sergio Roffo? (Circle one)

YES

NO

Will you attend the Captain’s Dinner on Saturday evening? (Circle one)
Number of Guests: _________ at $ 67.00 per person (Gratuity included)

YES

NO

First Course
Arugula and Baby Greens Salad with Shaved Fennel, Sliced Oranges,
Gorgonzola Candied Pecans, Basil Vinaigrette
Second Course ‐ Entrées – please select One Entrée per attendee

Mark # of
selections
Here

Crispy Skin Duck Breast
Celeriac Potato Puree, Kaleidoscope Cauliflower
Pinot Noir Duck Jus, Persimmon Preserves

____

Virginia Cider Brined Pork Porterhouse
Virginia Bacon Braised Red Cabbage
Barley Risotto, Apple Rutabaga Nage

_____

Pan Seared Atlantic Salmon
White Bean Ragu, Braised Greens
Smoked Tomato Ragu, Parsley Lemon Pesto

_____

All entrées are accompanied by a blend of seasonal vegetables, Rolls and Butter
*Special requests for Vegetarian or Gluten‐free meals are available with advance notice*

Third Course
Chocolate Crème Brûlée with Tea Cookies
Select Coffees and Teas

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Name

Phone number

Address

E‐mail address

State

Total Registration Fees

Total Meal Fees

Zip Code

Check #

SEND TO: ASMA ‐ P.O. Box 557 ‐ Carrollton, VA 23314 Questions? Call Kim Shaklee at: (303) 654‐1219
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NOTICE TO ALL ASMA MEMBERS – PROXY VOTE REQUEST
*This is a copy of a notice sent to all members in June via Email from the ASMA website*
Your immediate reply is requested if you have not already completed this form online.
 he Annual Meeting of the American Society of Marine Artists is coming up on September 10, 2016 in Williamsburg, Virginia. We
T
need your help to attain a quorum, whether or not you plan to attend.
 here are three important matters that will be voted upon at this meeting. More information about each of these is contained in
T
the document below.
1. Re-elect Sergio Roffo to the Board of Directors for a three-year term;
2. Amend the bylaws to add a new membership category of Sustaining Signature Member; and
3. Amend the bylaws to set the quorum requirement as the lesser of 100 voting members or 10% of the members
eligible to vote.
Please give your authorization to Michael Killelea, Secretary of ASMA, to vote as your proxy at the ASMA Annual Meeting on
all matters that may come before the meeting. Thank you very much for your prompt reply.
Yes, I assign my vote to the ASMA Secretary, Mike Killelea ______
No, I will not assign my vote to ASMA Secretary, Mike Killelea ______
Signed: _____________________________________

Date: ____________________

 Members may give their authorization in one of two ways - online through the ASMA website, after they
have receive a copy of the proposals, or by completing and sending this form to:
ASMA - P.O. Box 577 – Carrollton, VA 23314.
Please, only send this in once – either online or in the mail. (You may photocopy this page)
*******************************************************************************************************************************



Information about the Three Matters to be Voted on at the Annual Meeting of the
American Society of Marine Artists, September 10, 2016 in Williamsburg, Virginia.

There are three important matters that will be voted upon at the
upcoming Annual Meeting of ASMA. We thought it would be helpful
for you to have some background information about each of these.
1. Re-elect Sergio Roffo to the Board of Directors for a three year term
S ergio is a Fellow of ASMA, and has served on the Board of Directors
since 2013. He has agreed to stand for reelection for an additional
three year term. His contributions to the organization have been
many over the years, which most recently include presenting a
special painting demonstration at the annual general meeting held
in Plymouth, MA in the fall of 2015, serving as a juror for the ASMA
North Regional Exhibition in 2016 and the ASMA South Regional
Exhibition 2013, and giving a six hour workshop for members at our
upcoming National Marine Art Conference in Williamsburg, VA this
coming September. Thank you Sergio for your service to the Society!
2. Amend the bylaws to add a new membership category of
Sustaining Signature Member
 he Society has been in existence since 1978, and many of our
T
members have been in the Society for a very long time. Recently,
there has been much thought and discussion about trying to better
serve and honor our aging members. The Board and Fellows
recommend adding a new category of Membership that would
allow Members who have held Signature Membership status for a
period of 30 years, or are a Signature Member 80 years of age or
older, to optionally change their membership status to Sustaining
Signature Member.
This category would make submitting to our National Exhibitions
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an option (not a requirement) and would also reduce membership
renewal fees to the same rate as a Regular ASMA member. Sustaining
Signature Members will still retain all privileges of Signature
Membership, and may enter any ASMA exhibitions or events by
paying the regular entry fees as any other membership level pays.
Any special cases that fall outside of the guideline requirements
for 30 years of participation as a Signature Member or Signature
Members who have attained 80 years of age or older, would require
a recommendation to the Board by a minimum of a two-thirds
majority vote by members of the Fellowship.
3. A
 mend the bylaws to set the quorum requirement as the lesser of
100 voting members or 10% of the members eligible to vote.
A quorum is the number of members eligible to vote who must be
present at a meeting, in person or by proxy, in order for business to
be conducted. Without a quorum, the meeting must be adjourned
to a later date. Our bylaws presently set our minimum quorum
requirement at 1/3 of all members in good standing. Because ASMA
has grown to over 500 members, it is increasingly difficult for us to
secure the necessary number.
New York law allows a lesser quorum requirement. To assure the
efficient operation of the organization, the Board recommends that
we change our quorum requirement to 100 votes or 1/10 of the total
number of eligible votes, whichever is less. This does not affect who is
eligible to vote. It only reduces the minimum number of votes required
for business to be enacted.

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Photo courtesy Norma Stanford

DONALD "DON" STOLTENBERG
1927 - 2016

PETER STANFORD
1927 - 2016

Donald Stoltenberg, 88, died peacefully in his Cape
Cod home on March 26th.
Don was born in Milwaukee and served in the Merchant
Marine at the close of World War II. Following the war,
Don earned a Bachelor of Science in Visual Design from
Chicago's Illinois Institute of Technology, where Bauhaus
principles guided the curriculum and deeply influenced
his Art. Don moved to Boston, first working in a Beacon
Hill apartment, until establishing a studio residence at
Commercial Wharf. In addition to his oil and watercolor
work, Stoltenberg pioneered the printmaking technique
known as Collagraphy where the textural image is built
up on a plate from which editions are printed using a
press. He taught printmaking at the DeCordova Museum
School, Lincoln, Massachusetts, and authored two books:
Collagraph Printmaking; and the Artist and the Built
Environment.
In 2012, Cape Cod Museum of Art featured Don's
work in a special exhibit entitled "Retrospective, Donald
Stoltenberg." He received countless awards including
Boston Arts Festival Grand Prize, New England
Watercolor Society First Prize, and the National Historic
Park Purchase Award. Stoltenberg was a Fellow of the
American Society of Marine Artists, life member of
Boston Athenaeum, and a visiting critic for the Rhode
Island School of Design.
His primary subjects were bridges, buildings, sailing
ships, steamships, and ocean liners. Don was fascinated
by ships since childhood and built many models.
He developed a fondness for passenger liners after a
transatlantic crossing on Franconia in 1956. Sale of his
"Third Avenue" oil made this voyage possible. Ocean
liners became a focus of his latter work some of which
has been acquired by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company, and the Cunard Line. His maritime
subjects are highly sought after by ship aficionados and
were sold by Mystic Seaport as well as other galleries
throughout New England. Don regularly donated works
to raise funds for public television station WGBH.

Peter Stanford, the founding president of South Street
Seaport Museum in New York, founding chair emeritus
of the Working Harbor Committee, and the long-time
president of the National Maritime Historical Society,
passed away on Thursday, 24 March 2016, at the age of 89.
Born in Brooklyn, NY, in 1927, he served in the US Navy
in World War II as a radioman third class. After the war,
he earned a bachelor of arts degree from Harvard in 1949
and a master’s degree from King’s College, Cambridge,
England, in 1951. He then worked for a year and a half
at the Economists’ Book Shop in London, while pursuing
naval research at the National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich.
On return to the United States in 1952, he went to
work as a copy editor at the publishing firm of Alfred A.
Knopf before moving to Alfred Politz Research in 1954.
From there he went to McCann-Erickson Advertising,
then to Ogilvy & Mather, Hicks & Geist and Compton
Advertising.
In autumn of 1966, Peter and his wife, Norma,
established the Friends of the South Street Maritime
Museum, a citizen committee to organize a maritime
museum in Manhattan’s historic waterfront neighborhood.
Dedicated to recreating the “Street of Ships” that played
such a key role in New York’s emergence as a business
capital, in the spring of 1967 they founded the South
Street Seaport Museum in a warehouse space on Fulton
Street. The Stanfords guided the museum through its
early years, and Peter remained president of the museum
until the spring of 1976, when he resigned to take up fulltime work with the National Maritime Historical Society,
growing the Society’s nascent quarterly magazine, Sea
History, and pursuing several important ship-saving
efforts organized Operation Sail 76, a national tall ship
event that caught the country’s imagination as we marked
our bicentennial, and the Statue of Liberty Parade of Sail
in 1986.
He is survived by his wife, Norma, five children and
their children.
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Susan Constant
“Come join us for this special opportunity to paint the
ships of Jamestown Settlement on Saturday morning,
September 10th at the plein air paint out during the
National Marine Conference. Susan Constant,
captained by Christopher Newport, was the largest of
three ships of the English Virginia Company (the others
being Discovery and Godspeed) on the 1606 - 1607
voyage that resulted in the founding of Jamestown in
the new Colony of Virginia.

We hope to see you there!”

Still Available
16th National Exhibition

COLOR
C ATA L O G
140+ full-color pages of every work in the Exhibition,
with descriptive text from the artists, illuminating their
inspirations and methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect bound soft cover edition.

Special Member's Price

2195

$

Each + S & H
Shipping:
U.S: 1-2 copies add $8.00; 3 -10 add $15.00; 11 or more email for quote
Canada: 1-2 copies add $21.00; 3 or more email for quote
International: 1-2 copies add $25.00; 3 or more email for quote
Until Further Notice:
Please send a check made out to "ASMA" (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for $21.95
plus shipping and handling, along with your name, shipping address, phone number
and email.

Non-Members: Order directly from Amazon.com for $29.95 + S&H
16th National Exhibitors: if you have not yet received your free first
catalog please e-mail asmaartists@gmail.com. For additional copies,
follow directions above

Please make checks payable to

"ASMA"
and mail to:

ASMA 16th National
Color Catalog
P.O. Box 557
Carrollton, VA 23314

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

ASMA North
Please see the report and photographs
from the ASMA North Regional
Exhibition opening reception on April
14, 2016 at the Minnesota Marine Art
Museum on pages 26 and 27. Many thanks to Jon Swanson,
MMAM Curator, for displaying the art so beautifully, and for
the many hours he spent to bring this ASMA North Regional to
completion, and for sending wonderful photos of the exhibition
and opening reception. Thanks also to ASMA members Mary
Pettis and Ed Labernik who sent information and photos from
the reception. A special thank you goes to Mike Blaser for his
wonderful speech about ASMA at the reception. And of course
a really big thank you to all the artists who participated. ASMA
would not be able to arrange these regional exhibitions without
your support. The color catalog is available – please contact the
MMAM (jswanson@minnesotamarineart.org) or Anne Brodie
Hill (annebhill@aol.com) to obtain a copy. July 24 is the last
day of this ASMA North Regional Exhibition.
ASMA East
As I write this, spring is finally exploding all over. Earlier in
the season, there was a little doubt, what with all the frost and
freeze warning here in NY. Time to start working on plein air
pieces!
As promised, I now have the information on the formal Coast
Guard Acceptance Ceremony for new art to be added to the
collection. The 2016 Inaugural Collection will be on view at the
Salmagundi Club from July 3 to July 15. The 2016 Acceptance
Ceremony and Reception will take place at the Club on July
5, beginning at 6:30 pm. The Vice Commandant of the Coast
Guard, Vice Admiral Charles Michel, will officially accept the
2016 collection on behalf of the Coast Guard. All COGAP artists
are invited to the opening reception. In addition to the 2016
collection, 27 works from previous collections will be on view.
Following the exhibition at the club, the 2016 collection
will go on view at Federal Hall National Memorial, located
diagonally across from the New York Stock Exchange. This is
a great venue and receives a lot of visitors. The art will be on
view until September 9. I know many ASMA members are also
COGAP members. If you’ll send me your names, I can include
a note about you and your accepted work for our next column.
Mike Killelea has sent me info about his new collection of
work done on his trip to Chile and Argentina. You can view it
all on his site at www.killeleart.com. Take a look when you get
a chance! Thanks Mike!
So that’s about all for now. Please remember to contact me
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with any information you think our fellow members would
enjoy hearing about. You have plenty of time (2 ½ months!) to
get me your info before my next report is due. Thanks everyone.
Sharon Way-Howard
ASMA East representative
ASMA South
ASMA Board member
Tom Nielsen continues
to support the YMAS
Program in his home town
of Carrollton, GA. Tom
schedules and coordinates
the Carrollton Arts Center
YMAS competition, which
received 30 marine art
submissions this year! Three
days in March, Tom visited
six art classes at his local
Central High and Carrollton
High, speaking about the
YMAS Competition, marine
art, mediums, and subjects to
consider. Tom also shared his
career as an artist, showed
samples of his work, and
discussed reaching goals
in life. The art teachers
really appreciated Tom’s
Tom Nielsen talking to students in Carrollton, GA
taking the time to visit their
classes, and Tom wrote that the experience was very rewarding
personally. Other YMAS competition results from Georgia are
in this issue.
Several ASMA artists, including Larry Moore and Lisa Egeli,
were invited by Eric Rhodes, publisher of Fine Art Connoisseur,
to participate in the
First Historic Paint
Cuba International,
February 6 -13,
2016.
ASMA member
Clyde Kirkpatrick
and
his
wife
Sharon travel to
Belize where Clyde
teaches the children
watercolors as part
Clyde Kirkpatrick's Belize art student's watercolor
of their mission
work. Clyde reported that this experience has been so rewarding
“seeing the development and retention the children display as
we are in our third year. Some of the kids not only retain what
they have learned, but are demonstrating their own creativity.”

ASMA West
Please be sure and visit the Coos Art Museum 23rd Annual
Maritime Exhibit from July 9 to September 24, 2016 in Coos
Bay, Oregon. The deadline for submissions was May 7.
Please see www.coosart.org for more information. The
award results, photos and report will be published in the Fall
ASMA News & Journal.
ASMA members Hiu Lai Chong, Mary Pettis and Greg
LaRock were invited to the 2016 Maui Plein Air Painting
Invitational in Hawaii in February. Mary won the Pioneer Inn
Award for her painting “Living Waters Iao Valley." Hiu Lai
Chong won an Honorable Mention, Makana Aloha Foundation
for “Catching a Wave” and Revelite Award for “Heading
Home.” Greg LaRock won the Ka'anapali Land Management
Corp. Award for "Roasted Reds."
Lands End is a unique landmark in San Francisco. In 1863,
located at the city's edge, developers constructed a destination
restaurant where visitors could enjoy the dramatic ocean
views. Later, Sutro Baths were added, as well a private railroad
company to help transport people out to the area. Today, one
visits primarily for the ocean views and hiking trails. On May
14, the Western Region of The American Society of Marine
Artists held a plein air paint out. The morning was a bit foggy
but the afternoon brought sun and lovely views of the Golden
Gate Bridge. Brent Jensen, ASMA Region West Representative,
sent this image of his 8x10 oil painting done that day.

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Canada and International

Steve Lush

Nella Lush

slush49@gmail.com

nella.lush@gmail.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Sharon Way-Howard

swayhoward@aol.com                       

advisors to area representatives

Bill Schmidt

pleinairbill@aol.com

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Brent Jensen's plein air May 2016

For

those members who do not use the

ASMA

website, please make a note of the following
address for making payments to the

ASMA
PO Box 557
Carrollton VA 23314

Society

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Brent Jensen

brentjensen@me.com

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

Jon Olson

kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net
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Impressions
of Cuba

News From the Fo's'cle - continued from Page 5

Signature Member Scott Penegar's
exhibition. "Wild Carolina - The Art
of Scott Penegar" was hosted by the
South Carolina Aquarium and voted
Best Art Exhibit in Charleston for
2015 by the local publication, The
City Paper. It was also included in
a Trip Advisor post that Charleston
won.

by Lisa Egeli from her blog

In February of 2016 I jumped at the opportunity to travel to
Cuba with many other artists on a trip organized by Plein Air
Magazine. It was a brief trip, only a week total, but plenty of
time to get a taste of the inspiration Cuba has to offer and to
reflect on a unique place so close to the US and yet so far.
“Visit Cuba before it changes forever…” was part of the
description of what the Paint Cuba Plein Air Invitational
would be, and I think all of us who signed up were thinking
that. Shortly after arriving it was obvious both that Cuba is a
time capsule and that
it is potentially on
the verge of being
launched full speed
into modern times.
Many times each
day I felt like I had
gone back in time,
whether to horsepowered plantation
life
or
Soviet-era
architecture or the
1950s heyday of greased hair and bold American cars. It’s hard
to imagine these things will change quickly, but the people I
met seem eager to prove they can excel on the world stage in
modern times.
The maritime life of Cuba was what interested me most. The
coastal fortresses and seawalls stand as they have for almost
four centuries, and the fishermen ply the rough waters in small
boats that have been held together with scarce resources for
decades. A fisherman carefully repainting his wood skiff told
me it was fifty years old and his engine was forty. Men and
women who ply the seas are already known for being tough
and resourceful, but in Cuba they take that to another level.
Looking north towards the US from a beach on Havana’s
outskirts, I remembered past trips
camping in the Dry Tortugas,
where sitting on the beach was
whatever was the most recent
Cuban boat to make it to shore
there. Scraps of metal welded
together into a somewhat graceful
hull, large car engine mounted
inside. A vessel covertly yet
beautifully made out of scraps and found materials, designed
for just one courageous voyage. It was a powerful experience
to be standing on the other shore, looking out from Cuba.
I did as much painting on location in Havana and its
surrounding areas as possible for a short and frantic week.
Someday I hope to return to Cuba, but for now I will let the
powerful first impressions of a place frozen in time resonate
through my paintings.

Scott Penegar with his sculpture
in Charleston, SC

Congratulations
to our newest
Artist Signature
Members
• Karen Blackwood
• Michael Budden
• John Caggiano
• Sally Cole
• Janet Tarjan-Erl
• Brent Jensen

• Kirk McBride
• Michael Mazer
• Debra Nadelhoffer
• Jeanne Rosier-Smith
• Robert Tandecki

2016 National
Marine Art Conference
September 8 - 11, 2016
Williamsburg, Virginia
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4th Annual YMAS National Competition
2016 Young Marine Artist Search (YMAS)
Art Students ages 16 to 23

2016 Young Marine Artist Search
Awards in Georgia - ASMA South

The second annual Carrollton
(Georgia) Area YMAS Competition
awards ceremony was held at the
Carrollton Cultural Arts Center May
5th. The event was well attended by
students, family, friends and members
of the Carrollton Artists Guild. Twentyseven students from our two local high
schools entered a total of twenty-nine
works. The level of artwork was very
high and the four judges had a difficult
time selecting the winners. Receiving
first place was senior Angela Pham
for her acrylic painting titled "Covering
Seventy Percent of the World". Second
place went to senior Maddie White for
her found-object sculpture of a sea horse
titled "Mysterious". Third place was
awarded to senior Mary Hirvela for
her acrylic painting titled "Port St. Joe".
There were five honorable mentions. All
eight winner's works have been entered
in the 4th Annual YMAS National
Competition. Art teachers Cynthia
Landon from Central High School
and Jake Richardson from Carrollton
High School made a special effort to
encourage their students to create some

ASMA's Tom Nielsen and students

Angela Pham
"Covering Seventy Percent
of the World"
1st Place - Carrollton GA

Maddie White
"Mysterious"
2nd Place
Carrollton GA

excellent marine artworks.

qvac, Gainesville, GA

On March 18, at the Quinlan Visual
Arts Center (QVAC) in Gainesville,
GA, YMAS local competition awards
were announced by Anne Brodie Hill,
ASMA, during the reception for the 13th
Annual Charles J. Thurmond Youth Art
Scholarship Show. Veronica Jaimes won
YMAS First Place for her ceramic titled
"Reef". Vianca Bonilla won Second Place
for her paint and charcoal "Untitled".
Hiram Martinez won Third Place for his
pen drawing "040815". Shung Hei Choi
won Honorable Mention for his ceramic
"Ship", and Cristian Delgado won
Honorable Mention for his oil painting
"The Ocean". Images were sent to four
ASMA South Signature members Anne
Brodie Hill, Val Sandell, Charles Sharpe,
and Bob Semler, who selected the YMAS
award winners for the QVAC exhibition
and the Georgia Watercolor Society
(GWS) Scholarship Exhibition.

gws, Atlanta, GA

The 2016 GWS High School Senior
Scholarship Exhibition at Binders Art
Supplies and Frames Limelight Gallery
(May 2 to May 7, 2016) included several
marine themed watercolors. First Place,
Lindsey Carr for "Fish", Second Place
to Jane Kim for "H-Mart Crabs", Third
Place to Danielle Mawson for "Turtle
Tears", Honorable Mention Awards to
Katie Lynch for "Open Mind", Mari
Bachan for "Puddles the Fish", and
Rachel Pastoric for "The Other Mother
Nature".
All local YMAS award winners will
be entered in the 2016 YMAS National

Mary Hirvela
"Port St. Joe"
3rd Place
Carrollton GA

Gainesville, GA art teachers Sarah
Claussen and Clay Sayre with YMAS
Third Place award winner Hiram
Martinez (in center) and his
pen drawing "040815".

Competition. July 1, 2016 is the deadline
to enter. Please see the YMAS Prospectus
on the ASMA web site.

Galveston Art League, TX

Galveston Art League sent excellent
YMAS entries: 11 ceramics from Ball
High School art teacher Colleen Moore,
and fifteen paintings from art teachers
James Stettner, Candice Lepo, and
McKay Talley, also from Ball High School.
Three-D awards: (ceramics) First Place:
"The Beginning of a Turtle" by Reagan
Diaz, Second Place: "Coral Reef" by
Kaitlin Stewart, Third Place: "Mermaid
in my Pool" by Paloma Prida, Honorable
Mentions: "Fancy Man O' War" by Kyani
Nopens, "Lionfish: Invaders of the Sea" by
Cambrye Carter, "Mr. Crabs" by Hattie
Mullins, and "Hammerhead" by Austin
Willard. Two-D awards: (paintings)
First Place: "Deep Sea Diving" by Isabella
Chavarria, Second Place: "Under the Sea"
by Danielle Lang, Third Place: "Altered
Attitude" by Kat Stewart, Honorable
Mentions: "Shadow" by Emily Silva,
"Free ! Ocean" by Vividiana Solis, "Free"
by Vanessa Zapata, "Slippy Trippy" by
Marisa Chavarria.

Veronica Jaimes and her art teacher Sarah Claussen with
First Place ceramic "Reef" YMAS at QVAC

Danielle Mawson with her
YMAS Third Place watercolor
"Turtle Tears" and art teacher
Yvette Kim at the
GWS Scholarship Exhibition

Mari Bachan and her art teacher
Mike Lasseter with her YMAS
Honorable Mention award
"Puddles the Fish"
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ASMA North Regional Exhibition
Minnesota Marine Art Museum

The Minnesota Marine Art Museum, Winona, MN

Opening night drew an extremely large crowd

The Minnesota Marine Art Museum did an outstanding job with their gallery displays and lighting

The Minnesota Marine Art
Museum is located in the Minnesota
bluff country on the banks of the
Mississippi River in Winona, MN.
Rising majestically high off the
river overlooking the busy port of
Winona, the bluffs are truly a sight
to behold from the Museum
The Museum is home to many
temporary exhibits as the ASMA
North Exhibit but also houses an
incredible collection of marine
related works to the likes of Monet,
VanGogh, Picasso, Turner, Homer,
O'Keefe, Constable, Beckman,
Leutze and many others. The Old
Masters are well represented here.
The ASMA North Exhibit is truly
incredible, representing 51 artists
from 20 states, depicting not only
the industrial marine might of the
country but also serene, coastal, salt
water subjects as well as interior,
fresh water themes. ASMA will
also have the 17th National Exhibit
shown at the MMAM.
Ed Labernik
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Opening Night - April 14, 2016
Winona, MN

Thanks to Jon Swanson (MMAM), Ed Labernik and Mary Pettis for the photographs

Prominent display of featured painting of artist and speaker Michael Blaser

Brian Stewart with his painting

Robert Hagberg with his painting

Michael Blaser is deep in conversation with Brian Stewart

Michael Blaser welcomes the crowd on opening night

Mary Pettis with her painting

Michael and Gay Blaser with Michael's painting
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17th
2016 - 2018

Daven Anderson
Susie Anderson
John Atwater
Del-Bourree Bach
Paul Beebe
Jeff Birchill
Karen Blackwood
Cathy Boyer
Richard Boyer
John Braden
J. Robert Burnell
Larry Cannon
Hiu Lai Chong
Priscilla Coote
Anthony Davis
Darrell Davis
Christine Diehlmann
Kathleen Dunphy
Mary Erickson
Janet Tarjan Erl
Sheri Farabaugh
Bill Farnsworth
Louis Gadal
John Gerster
Jim Griffiths
Robert Hagberg
Anne Brodie Hill
Matthew Hillier
Jennifer Holmes
Paula Holtzclaw
Joan Colt Hooper
Lisa Horrigan
Sarah Hull

17th national exhibition
September 2016 through January 2018

Congratulations to all Artists
Mackerel Sky
Halona Sun and Shade
Sachem's Head
Tidal Treasure
Morning Light, Edgartown
Treasures under the Surf
Tempest
Maiden Through the Ages
Final Days of ENDURANCE
Crab
Coming About
Malibu Lagoon
Swimming Break
Down by Sayles'
Reverence
La Paire d' Amour
On the Rocks - Monterey
First Light from the East
Fog Horn and Queen Anne's Lace
Long-billed Curlew
Green Lips
Collioure Boats
Reflected Genius
Bill of RightS
in Nantucket Harbor
Down the China Sea
Conjunction
Docking the WESTERDAM
Storm on the Bay
Choptank River Lighthouse
Study for Adagio
Fishing for Conch
The Finish - Post Race
Elevation No. 5, Altitude Series

Debra Huse
James D. Iams
Brent Jensen
Harold Johnson
Laurence Johnston
Michelle Jung
Michael Killelea
Nam Soon Kim
Alana Knuff
Vicky Lawson
Ronald Lent
Ruo Li
Amanda Lovett
Nella Lush
Steven Lush
Robert MacPherson
James Magner
Don Maitz
Dana Malcolm
Diane Mannion
Mike Mazer
Mick McAndrews
William McKeown
Don McMichael
Terry Miller
Ann Mohnkern
Arthur Moniz
Larry Moore
Richard Moore
Guy Morrow
Debra Nadelhoffer
Tom Nielsen

Hawaiian Cowboy
The POCAHONTAS Steamboat
Storm Clouds Over Camden, Maine
Shi Shi Beach
Morning Light - Marshall Point
Silent Watchers
Bayeautx
U.S.S HOLDER and U.S.S
MANGES in dry dock
- New York Navy Yard - 1945
Children's Beach - Nantucket
Misty Morning
Breezing up at Ten Pound Light
A Quiet Time
Fowl Play
Sea Mist
Arrival In Ballast
Victoria, B.C.
Between the Dunes
Sinbad to Windward
Abandoned
Water People
Dinghy Reflections, Mattapoisett
Pemaquid Point Light
Coming In
And He Rises
To the Open Sea
Morning Mist
Mending the Nets
Burton's Point
U.S.S. JOHN PAUL JONES (DD 932)
Feeding the Crabs
Swamp Grasses
Atlantic Dawn

Ed Parker
Scott Penegar
Mary Pettis
Carol Raybin
Debra Reid Jenkins
Steve Rogers
Jeffrey Sabol
Morgan Samuel Price
Val Sandell
Jessica Hurley Scott
Robert Semler
Carol Shahbaz
F. Charles Sharpe
Daly Smith
David W. Smith
Jeanne Rosier Smith
Jerry Smith
Karin Snoots
Hodges Soileau
Morten Solberg
Robert Steele
Roland E. Stevens III
Robert Tandecki
John Tayson
Lois Salmon Toole
Jane Tukarski
Line' Tutwiler
John Ursillo
Jerry Weiss
C.T. Whitehouse
James Wolford
Karol Wyckoff

Moby Duck
Hammerhead
Fog Lifting over Gooseberry Falls
Christmas Cove, Monhegan Island
Summer Haze
Low Tide
Stonington
Egrets in Paradise
Sundown
Heading Out
Winter Departure
Lotus and Koi
Port Clyde Dock
Lunchtime at the Marina
Ida Lewis - 1842-1911
Before the Fall
Rock Harbor Marsh
Breakaway
Getting an Early Start
Bayport
Colorado River I
Bottoms Up
A Steller Symphony
The Jenny Lee at Dock
Meeting at the Dock
Airing Sails
Reflections
The Trawler JAMES COOK
of Wellington, NZ
Schoodic Point
Barb's Choice
SPARTAN Healing
Lighthouse Solitude
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